Proofreading Passage #4
Subject-Verb Agreement

Directions:

1) Read the essay. Some of the sentences may contain errors in subject-verb agreement. Other sentences are correct as they appear.
2) Make corrections as needed.

The number of people choosing a career in information technology is increasing year by year. This decision is a smart one, for most companies now need someone with advanced computer knowledge. Web design, computer graphics, and software development are just some of the areas that are in demand. Anyone with the skill to manipulate a keyboard and be creative has the opportunity to find an excellent employer. For those who are not happy working for someone, other opportunities exist. Consulting is an excellent way to make a good living but not be tied down to one job. People who like to make their own hours, choose their contracts, and decide how much they are willing to work thrive on consulting work. Overall, a career in information technology, one of the most booming sectors that have developed over the last ten years, is a smart choice.